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Our building was recently featured as a Project
Profile for Reliable Controls in their quarterly
publication, “Runtime” (Q3- 2014). Here’s a
snippet of the article: “This project demonstrates that a small, professional business can
have a huge impact on the environment. The
space is comfortable to work in, pleasant to
visit, and respectful of the environment, while
acting as a model of how to marry beautiful,
functional, and sustainable design in Central
Alberta” (12). It’s very rewarding for us and
Downey Roth Hrywkiw Fidek LLP to have our
efforts at a sustainable built environment recognized in the industry.

Susanne Widdecke, our COO and Production
Coordinator, marked a couple of significant
milestones this past month. She had her official 15 year anniversary with Berry Architecture in October. We can’t believe it’s been fifteen years since Susanne teamed up with
George in this venture!
Also in October, Susanne received notification of her designation as a Certified Construction Contract Administrator from Construction Specifications Canada. Earning this
level of proficiency involved a rigorous, ongoing process over several years, and she can
now add the initials CCCA after her name!
Congratulations on your achievements,
Susanne!

Annie L. Gaetz Elementary School Modernization Project
Construction is well underway at the Annie L. Gaetz School Project. This
is a complete modernization project that will include reconfiguring the interiors—classrooms, offices, change rooms, washrooms, library with two
-storey mezzanine, and new courtyard; virtually every space will be upgraded and functionally enhanced. All systems will be upgraded including mechanical, electrical, security, data, phone, and so on.

An exterior facelift and reworking of drainage to solve site issues will also
be undertaken. As this is such a major renovation, the staff and students
have moved to the vacant Central Campus space for the year. Shunda
Construction and sub-trades are now able to work flat out in the empty
school which will be completed for the 2015 school opening.

The men of Berry Architecture are taking part in Movember
2014 Canada’s fundraising efforts this year. For the month of
November, our guys are growing mustaches to help raise
funds for men’s health issues. We have signed up as the
Berry Architecture Group on the Movember 2014 Canada
website. Click on Movember if you would like to contribute to
the Berry Architecture team. Thanks for the support!
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